
DirectAir™ Dryer

Clean Track® L24 Battery Carpet Extractor

The DirectAir’s powerful 
3- speed motor and multi-
directional design make it the 
perfect solution for your carpet 
drying, ventilation and air 
circulation needs. Convenient 
cord wrap eliminates cord 
tangle and ergonomic handle 
design for easy transportation.

Clarke Clean Track® L24 
battery walk-behind carpet 
extractor provides superior
cleaning capabilities to ensure 
your carpets are clean and 
ready to use fast! Featuring 
LIFT ™ (Low-moisture, Indirect 
spray, Fast dry time, True 
cleaning) technology, the 
Clean Track L24 utilizes a 
patented spray system to 
achieve dry times of
30 minutes or less.

Clean Track® 12 Compact Extractor
The small footprint and 
straight-forward controls make 
the Clean Track® 12 easy 
to operate, maneuver, and 
transport. The 12 inch cleaning 
path allows extraction in tight 
spaces such as elevators. 
The laminar-flow shoe and 
controlled water usage assist 
with faster dry times, so normal 
traffic can resume without 
extended interruption.

Having the Part On Hand
We understand that the best service technician, with the most innovative 
tools, can only provide the most prompt service, if the right part is on 
hand. We don’t boast about how much we have on hand, but what we 
have on hand. Clarke® stocks over 20,000 different “go” parts. Clarke’s 
inventory of parts is monitored by our advanced information technology 
systems. We know what parts to have on hand; we have been supporting 
after-sale service of commercial cleaning equipment since 1916.

BextSpot Carpet Spotter
The BextSpot offers a large 2.5 
gallon recovery tank and 55 PSI 
solution spray through a 3.5 inch 
hand tool to make quick work 
of carpet and upholstery spot 
cleaning tasks. When ordered 
as the Deluxe package, the kit 
includes an 8 inch floor wand 
to reduce fatigue, a complete 
spot cleaning chemical kit and a 
convenient transport handle to 
ease mobility.

BEXT® Pro Portable Hot/Cold Water Extractors
With superior cleaning 
performance, enhanced 
productivity and unmatched
flexibility, the BEXT® Pro 
is designed to provide our 
customers with the cleaning
power needed to match their 
diverse carpet extracting 
applications.
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BSW 28 Sweeper
Designed to be rugged and 
versatile, Clarke’s new BSW 28 
Sweeper has the performance 
for both hard floors and carpets. 
Featuring a 28 inch sweeping 
path, gel batteries, self-propelled 
traction, and an active side broom 
that sweeps even the smallest 
debris and dust from the wall 
edges. The BSW 28 is very quiet 
and allows sweeping in noise-
sensitive areas.
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Clean Track® S16, L18 and 18 Wash and Rinse
Self-Contained Portable Extractors

Clarke Clean Track® S16 & 
L18 self-contained portable 
extractors provide easy, 
flexible operation to satisfy 
carpet care requirements! 
Compact, portable design 
and innovative extractor 
capabilities with minimal 
maintenance ensure superior 
cleaning results. The Clarke 
Clean Track® 18 Wash & 
Rinse enhances productivity 
and improves cleaning 
performance with one pass 
cleaning! It has an ergonomic, 
safe design that delivers
twice the cleaning productivity 
in half the time.
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Focus® II Rider Autoscrubbers®

Focus® II MicroRider® Autoscrubbers®

The Clarke Focus® II Rider 
delivers cost-effective, 
sustainable performance 
while maintaining the highest 
expectations for your clean 
floors!  A flexible and easy to 
use solution for both daily
maintenance and difficult 
restoration work will change the 
way you maintain your facility.
Available with your choice of 
scrub decks - disc or BOOST®.

The Clarke Focus® II 
MicroRider™ is everything 
you need in a compact rider, 
available in a unique
26 inch disc deck or 28 inch 
BOOST® scrub deck for all 
of your scrubbing needs! 
Compact design and superior 
scrub system with chemical-
free floor finish removal 
capabilities maximize 
cleaning performance.

CFP™ Floor Polishers

BOS-18 Orbital Floor Machines

The Clarke® CFP™ Floor 
Machines are unmatched in 
features and are priced at a 
great value. 13, 17, and 20 
inch models are available. The 
17 and 20 inch models feature 
high performance motors in 
either a 1 hp or 1.5 hp dual 
capacitor. 17 and 20 inch 1.5 
hp dual speed machines are 
also available. ETL certified.

The BOS-18 offers operators 
the powerful BOOST® 
technology in a floor machine. 
Available in a low-speed and a 
high-speed model, the BOS-18 
is the ideal orbital floor machine 
for small areas and detail 
work that larger autoscrubbers 
cannot reach.

Comfort Pak Backpack Vacuums
One of the newest members 
of Clarke's soft floor line is 
the Comfort Pak backpack 
vacuum. It features an 
ergonomic frame that was 
designed by backpackers 
for support and stability, and 
is lightweight and easy to 
maneuver, with an easy mess-
free bag change. Experience 
the difference with Comfort 
Pak from Clarke.

Focus® II Mid Size Autoscrubbers®

The Focus® II Mid Size Scrubbers, 
available with BOOST® Technology, 
Disc or Cylindrical models, are some 
of our best scrubbers ever. The mid 
size models have many advanced 
features such as larger tanks, wet 
or AGM battery choices, optional 
chemical mixing systems, on-board 
chargers, one-touch scrubbing, and 
easy to adjust squeegees. BOOST 
Technology is available in 28 inch and 
32 inch sizes so that you can greatly 
improve your cleaning efficiency.

Focus® II Compact Autoscrubbers®

The Focus® II models are the first 
20 inch autoscrubbers® available 
with Clarke’s revolutionary 
BOOST® technology. Disc models 
are also available. And all of 
the Focus® II scrubbers feature 
important benefits such as low 
noise levels, improved user 
ergonomics, onboard chargers, 
breakaway squeegees and more.

FM® Series Floor Maintainer

Dust Magnet™ Dry Dust Mopping Systems 

Quality and durability have 
allowed the FM Floor Maintainer 
to be called the “Best in the 
Industry.” The motor and 
gearbox are hand built and 
backed by an exclusive seven 
year warranty. The die cast 
aluminum housing make for the 
most durable polisher on the 
market. Two sizes are available 
to help fit any application
or job requirement.

The Dust Magnet™ dry dust 
mopping system is the simple 
and modern way to clean 
a floor. The standard Dust 
Magnet floor tool and shaft 
has single or multiple sheets 
that easily attach to the single 
frame. The telescopic handle 
extends to 79 inches (201 cm) 
making it ideal for all hard-to-
reach and overhead areas. 
Dust Magnet sheets hold more 
dirt and clean more surface area 
than any other disposable, dry 
dust mopping system.

CarpetMaster® 200 Series Upright Vacuums
The CarpetMaster 200 Series Dual 
Motor Uprights are available in 
three sizes, 12, 15, and 18 inches. 
Designed with the operator in mind, 
we focused on ergonomics, durability, 
and reliability. The vacuums feature 
a powerful motor, on-board crevice 
and upholstery tools, quiet operation, 
HEPA filtration, bag indicator light, 
and a light handle weight! The motor 
is conveniently located at the base of 
the machine which results in a lighter 
handle weight.

Focus® II Large Walk-Behind Autoscrubber®

The Focus® II Large walk-behind 
autoscrubber® has the right 
combination of capacity, 
cleaning path, runtime, and 
rugged durability desired by 
contractors, rental companies 
and industrial facilities. With 
30 gallons (114 L) of solution 
capacity and a 34 inch 
(86 cm) scrub path you will be 
able to tackle the largest jobs 
quickly and efficiently.

Vantage 17 Autoscrubbers®

Vantage 14 Micro Scrubber   

The Vantage 17 combines ease-
of-use and maximum productivity 
to deliver the highest scrubbing 
performance for small area 
cleaning applications. It provides a 
cost-effective alternative to labor-
intensive mop and bucket or high-
priced, larger automatic scrubbers.
Available in both battery and 
electric models.

Combining innovation, reliability and 
performance, the Clarke Vantage 14 
marks a breakthrough in daily
scrubbing for small area cleaning. 
The Vantage 14’s integrated rotating 
deck enables complete scrubbing in 
both forward and backward directions, 
allowing operators to easily clean
under and around obstacles.

CarpetMaster® 30 Large Area Vacuum
The CarpetMaster® 30’s unique 
combination of productivity, 
clean-air filtration and off-floor 
cleaning capabilities makes it 
the choice for your large area 
carpet cleaning needs. The 30 
inch cleaning path and complete 
on-board tool kit make quick 
work of even the most daunting 
vacuuming tasks. 

The Clarke Ultra Speed® electric 
and battery burnishers provide 
quiet operation while producing 
a brilliant high-gloss shine. They 
feature an integrated dust control 
system* for improved indoor 
air quality and an ergonomic 
handle that assures comfortable 
operation. Clarke® PBU Propane 
Burnishers, featuring the finest 
in emissions and dust control 
technologies, are designed and 
built with operator safety in mind.

Electric, Battery and Propane Burnishers

*Ultra Speed 
DC models

ReliaVac® Upright Vacuums
The Clarke ReliaVac® single 
motor upright vacuums are easy 
to maneuver, strong on power, 
and designed for fast, low cost 
serviceability. Available in 12 
and 16 inch cleaning paths, the 
ReliaVac gives you the power and 
pickup needed for all applications. 
All models feature large rear 
wheels for easy maneuverability 
and a clear fan cover for ease of 
visibility of any blockage.


